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or other track pieces.
Tracks placed adjacently will form a connection if
the facing of the tracks allow it.

Design Document
Genre
The game is an arcade puzzle, partially resembling
Pipe Dream http://www.tripletsandus.com/80s/80s_
games/pipe.htm
Itch and Target group Introduction to the game
USP
Happy Rails is an outstanding brain puzzle with a
lot of fun elements. The game satisfies your needs
for laughter, challenge, excitement and exploration,
while taking you for a train ride through different
European countries. Help children go on a holiday in
the countryside away from the cities smog and greyness. Can you show them a good time?

It is your job as the player, to lead the train from the
starting location, through a series of ”check-point”
locations, to the goal. A few of the locations in a
level will be optional - giving you a higher score if
you manage to include them by leading the train
past them too.
If the train runs off the track, into an obstacle or into
a badly placed track piece, you are game over and
will be given the option to retry the current level as
many times as wished.
Track segments
Basic types of track segments. They all take up exactly 1 square.

LEVEL 1

Key game elements

LEVEL 2

Each level consists of 1 screen, depicting a terrain.

The terrain is grid based, and the player will be able
to see the squares on flat, unobstructed parts of the
terrain.

LEVEL 3

There will be a starting location, and a goal location.

The train

After a bit of time a train will start driving from the
starting location, following the track that you must
lay out one piece at a time.

The train is not in itself interactive, but will follow
tracks connected to its starting location. When it has
started going, it will continue to go no matter what,
even if that means it gets derailed.

You are given a choice of 5 random pieces of track
out of 6 different types. Select the piece you wish to
use from a menu and place it. A new random piece
will always replace the one you used.
You can discard a piece by using a recycle icon. A
new track piece will appear in the inventory just as
if you placed it, but it will take a little while before
it becomes clickable. This is to avoid users instantly
discarding pieces until they get the exact one they
want, rather than considering options.

Objects in the environment:
The various gameplay related objects that will already be in the level when you start.
These objects all take up exactly 1 square.

You can place it wherever you wish, as long as the
target location is unobstructed by terrain, structures
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The train will start in a city, and the target location
on any level will be another city.

the looks, but have a bit of AI to control their movements and keep them out of the players way.

The actual models will vary, depending on how the
between-level transitions are illustrated.

Win/lose conditions:

There could be an airport, a harbor, a tunnel, etcetera - and in different styles depending on country.

Here is a quick sum up of the winning and losing
circumstances:

Locations

Winning

These are the checkpoints that you must lead the
train past. When the train reaches a square adjacent
to one of these locations, it changes visually. When
you reach the goal, the game will check if you managed to pass all these locations, in which case you
win the current level. Connecting to the goal without having passed all of these objects will result in a
game over.

The train drives from the starting city to the end city,
passing all the mandatory attractions on the way,
without getting derailed.

There will be many different models, with different
animations, but they will all have the exact same
gameplay function.

the train runs into a track piece that does nott fit

The train will pause shortly when reaching one of
these locations for the first time.
Sweet spots
These objects behave like the attractions, except
they are not mandatory, but will add to your score
upon level completion. They will take the shape of
ice cream shops, fast food restaurants or other noncultural things kids love.

Losing
- the train runs off the track
- the train runs into an obstacle

the train reaches goal without having passed the
mandatory attractions.
Point system:
In a transition sequence between levels you will also
be awarded point for visited locations. Bonus points
for sweet spots. Animations will depend on how
many point you got in the level.

The train will pause shortly when reaching one of
these locations for the first time.
Obstacles
Various things may block you from building in certain squares.
Hills, mountains, rivers, lakes, forests and other objects. They must be distinguishable from the objects
above, that have an important connection to your
goals.
Roaming animals
Animals will roam around on the map to create
some more life in the level. They are just there for
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Levels:
These are the layouts for the 3 levels included in the game.
Level - 1

The purpose of this level is to introduce
the player to the game. In order to capture
the player from the start, it is very important that it is almost impossible to fail this
level. This will give the player a successful
experience and lure them into playing
more. There are no difficult obstacles in
the way. All the player has to do is make a
reasonably easy route to the finish.

Level - 2

Here the main puzzle element is introduced. Thinking ahead of your game
and planning where the rails should
go in order to reach all the stops that
are needed. The river has two crossing
points and only one way will be the
right one. Bad planning will lead to
railway tracks crossing and getting in
the way.

Level -3
Here there is not only the puzzle element of reaching more stops; the
landscape is now shaped with different bottleneck funnels. In this way it
is important to choose the right path
otherwise the rail will choke against
the mountain landscape.
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Story
Happy Rails! (Working title!)
”Happy Rails” is a casual puzzle game for grownups.
The goal of the game is to build a railroad that can
transport children from the grey metropolis out into
the world, where they can visit new and exciting
places and have fun.
At the start of the game they train is waiting at the
station and you can see the children begin to board
it. The train starts moving as soon as they are all
aboard. While they are boarding you can begin to
lay out the track. It’s your job to make sure the track
stays ahead of the train. Otherwise the journey will
end in a huge disappointment for the poor children.
The train will transport the children through various
European countries that feature a living, dynamic
environment. In our game they will be Denmark, the
U.K. and France. Each country is a separate level.
Each level features a number of locations or attractions that the train has to visit on the way to its final
location, in order to complete the level. But it also
features a number of “sweet spots” that you can have
the train visit in order to increase the children’s joy.
Ice cream stands, carnivals or beaches to give some
examples.
The children love to ride the train! They sing little
songs as it choo-choos along, and they whine with
joy as it cuts through curves.
But if the train hits a dead end and can’t go any
further, they will start to wail or boo at you. You did
promise them fun after all!
Once the train reaches an attraction, the kids will get
off the train and enjoy themselves. Unique animation and sound will start to play, and much fun will
be had by all (including the player). After a while
they will board the train again, and the journey will
go on. But they leave a little fun behind at every
place the visit, and there’s a visible change of state at
the attraction.

animation that tells you how well you played. You
see 10 children on the screen, and depending on
how many attractions and sweet spots you have
visited, a number of the children will dance, cheer or
jump up and down.
Setting
Our game takes place in a sort of nostalgic present
day. We’re going for a romantic 1950’s mood even
though we mix it with modern day conveniences.
Boys wear shorts, girls wear dresses and grown men
carry both laptops and fedoras.
They difference between the city and the countryside is huge. The cities are sprawling, grey, monotonous metropolises. The rays of the sun never reach
the bottom of the concrete canyons, and the smog
drifts through even the highest window. Everybody
is busy either working or finding work, and children
are mostly left on their own.
The rural areas are totally idyllic. Summer seems to
last forever. The grass is eternally green and every
household has a flag raised that sways in a gentle
breeze. This is a world where animals graze on the
fields. There is not a single meat factory in sight.
Farmers put about on little tractors inspecting their
fields and the windmills never stop spinning.
The future is just around the corner, and the designers of our world have already started reaching for
it. Trains, cars and refrigerators are streamlined and
painted in tasteful creamy colors. Style is tantamount, cost effectiveness is frowned upon.
The music in our world is either hopelessly optimistic and uniform, or endlessly improvising and self
referential.

Controls and GUI
The main menu contains options to start a new
game from the beginning, select language and select a specific level to start in.
Between levels there is a score count and a transition animation to the next level.

Every level ends with the train reaching a departing
point that leads to a new country, and new exciting
experiences.

After the 3rd level, there is a high-score ranking and
a credit roll.

Between each level you are rewarded with a little

You can skip all these screens and animations by
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clicking the left mouse button or pressing a keyboard button.

The general guidelines are:
No part of the sound feedback will be vital to understanding what is going on.
Visual feedback will be essential for the players
experience, but distinguishing colors will not be
necessary. Shape and animation are the primary
sources of visual feedback, which will make it easy
for everyone to see what is going on, regardless of
any eventual color-blindness.

At any time, there will be 5 randomly chosen track
pieces shown on a GUI at the bottom of the screen
(see above). Click the mouse on one of these pieces,
and the cursor will show the selected piece as a
small icon by the cursor (see below). If you change
you opinion, click another piece in the menu to
change to that one instead.
A recycle button is also located on this interface (not
shown here). Click on this icon while holding a track
segment to discard it.
As mentioned in the
gameplay chapter,
discarding a piece will
mean that you get a
new one slower. The
button you pressed to
get the piece you discarded will be blanked
out for 5 seconds before you it becomes clickable again.

Simply click a non-blocked/occupied grid square on
the map to place the rail segment.
Note that the track-button you pressed changes
color when you pressed it. When you place the track,
the button will change to a new random piece and
change back to normal color.
Feedback Systems
Since the game must take into account colorblind
people, as well as people with weak or no hearing,
the feedback systems in general, are designed with
this in mind.
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The more precise use of audio feedback and animation feedback will be described in the audio and
animation chapters, as well as the graphical design
document.

Functionality: Feedback Sounds
Start Menu:
Music, (mouse over), mouse click
Build Rail Element:
Choose element			
Descrete click
Build element			
“Clonk!” sound
inspired by the graphics (and vice versa)
Recycle unwanted rail:		
Iron sounds,
work, hammers on metal etc.
Recycle done:			
Signal sound: the
rail is finished, REWARD sound
Train:
Start-up:			
Children enter
train, preparations, acceleration
Moving forward:		
Train “Chu-chu” sound to
be developed from scratch.
Turning:			
Children go: “Whii!”
Sweet Spot:
Identity/concept of the sweet spot revealed in
sound
Attraction: 			
REWARD sounds
Ice cream booth/beach:		
special bonus REWARD sounds

identity sounds +
identity sounds +
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Children: (possibly recorded at kindergarten)

MUSIC: TWO WORLDS MEET

(4 curves in a row: Nausea)
(Moral: High medium low)
Turn: “Whii!” (maybe others determined by moral
level)
Scoreboard end level: Children in variable numbers
cheering at variable intensity

The basic idea is to compose one piece of music
consisting of two different atmospheric standpoints
by combining parts with urban atmosphere and
parts with rural atmosphere.

Game Over:
Train catches up with you: Children go “Boo!” or cry
or both. Failure sound.
Into object:		
Terrain crash sound
Into wrong rail:		
Rail crash sound
Goal but missed locations: Failure sound.
Level Complete:
FANFARE MEGA REWARD
Cut Scenes:
Sound design and music for two level transitions

The restless, fast paced, dark and introvert mood of
our game’s cities could be accomplished in game
music score through the implementation of e.g.
bebop, atonal music, high tempo, chaotic rhythms,
strong pulse, minor tonality and a noisy, lo-fi production etc.
The peaceful, slow paced, optimistic and light mood
of countryside could be accomplished by using e.g.
consonant harmonies, strings, low tempo, legato,
major tonality, light airy timbre, a hi-fi production
etc.
In addition, the different musical parts could contain
the most prominent sound elements of the corresponding soundscapes i.e. birds, car horns etc.
The game’s musical score is associated with the following game states:
Start Menu
Cut Scenes
High Score
End Credits
The score is not present in the game play.
SOUNDSCAPES: THREE AREAS ON EACH LEVEL
Each level in the game presents three auditory settings or soundscapes - one for each of the environments determined by the story. Thus, the soundscapes are distributed on the levels in the following
way:
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First Level:

City_1 / Countryside_1 / Harbor_1

Second Level:
nel_2)

Harbor_2 / Countryside_2 / (Tun-

Third Level:
City_3

(Tunnel_3) / Countryside_3 /
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Technical Features
The game engine is very simple, largely as a result of
the genre. There are no actual physics, so every element will behave 100% predictably. Each individual
object will be locked to a single grid square, and
every game element has few, strictly defined relations to other objects.
There is no actual collision system. Instead, it’s all
about whether the train is on the track, and whether
the pieces connect properly. Other objects in the
environment cannot interact with each other, so the
position of the train and track-pieces determine all
changes in sound, graphics and game mechanics.
In the same way, there is no actual AI in most objects. The train is controlled by the rail segments
in terms of direction. It has a set speed that only
changes when passing attractions and sweet spots
adjacent to the track.
The only objects that will have an actual AI are the
roaming animals that must stay out of the way when
the player places tracks.

Technical Design Document
The major tasks of the game-play presented here:
Ground which is in a grid layout
Track and train.
User interface, such as menus and between level
information screens.
Scene switching.
Tutorial, which should have the ability to show
how the game is played.
Localisation, where the game will be available for
more people by changing text to their language.
Roaming AI, which will give the game a more
lively feeling.
Each of these tasks are explained in further detail in
their respective section, and at the end a overview
of how the different parts are prioritised.
Ground Grid

elements in the grid. These features are explained in
detail in this section.
Grid
The level should contain a grid where it is possible
to place track elements, these elements has to be
aligned into the grid. The grid has to have a variable size so it can be defined with x elements in one
direction and y elements in the other. This can be
done by defining the size and just divide it up into x
and y pieces on the respective axis. The grid should
contain a list of all the locations in the grid, whether
it is used and if it is an illegal area.
Define illegal areas
It should be possible to define areas where it is not
allowed to place track elements. This can be done
by creating a cube which contains the area there
should be defined as illegal. All the grid elements
which this cube contain are marked as illegal.
Power-up functionality
It should also be possible to remove track elements
from the grid, to be able to replace with another
element. This is going to be used in the power-ups
which allows a piece of track to be moved.
Train and Track
The train and track have a number of features which
is required to accommodate with the game-play.
These features enables the player to be able to create a track and let the train follow it. Furthermore
the track also has elements which handles when the
game is won or lost.
Place and connect track elements
The track elements which are placed in the game
has to know which elements they are connected
to, this is to find out how track is connected. This
is done using the before mentioned list from the
ground grid to determine if there are any adjacent
tracks.

The ground in the game should be a grid where it is
possible to place tracks in some locations and not in
others. It should also be possible to remove/replace
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Train follow track

Start menu

The train has to follow the different track elements,
e.g., if a track i curved left then the train should also
turn left. This functionality can be achieved by having points on the edges centre of each track and use
these points to create a motion and turn between.
These points should be located so two adjacent
tracks have their adjacent side points at the same
location to ensure a smooth transition between
track elements.

The start menu should contain different items,
which is listed here with a brief explanation of its
function.

Special track locations
Some special locations for tracks should be specified, so if a point of interest is defined which has to
be visited. the game has to be able to find out if the
player has visited all the required locations when the
end is reached. This can be done by taking all the
adjacent elements to the point of interest and if the
trains has been past one of these then the condition
is fulfilled.
Start/Win/Loose
In addition to the special track elements there are
also elements which are responsible to determine
where the train should start and where it should
end. A timer should be tied to the start element, so a
delayed start of the train is possible.
When the end element is reached an event has to be
fired which gives feedback on how well the player
has played the level. Furthermore it should be possible to determine when the train runs out of track
and when this occurs a event is fired.
Get track elements
A number of track elements has to be displayed
outside the grid the player can select from, these
items can be clicked to be selected and then placed
inside the grid.
User Interface
The user interface consists of multiple items, e.g., the
start menu in-game overlay and so on. These items
can be created as a elements which sticks to the
screen. The different parts of the user interface are
discussed below.
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Tutorial item which begins a tutorial which is explained in detail later.
Start Game item there handles a sub menu which
makes it possible to select a level to play.
High-Score item which shows the best scores
from the player ( maybe online as well, not yet
decided )
Options item where options are defined such as
language select.
Between levels
Between levels there are different screens, if you
have won the level, or failed the level.
The win screen should contain the following functionality:
Skip animation item which is able to skip an cutscene or animation if played.
Start next level item which starts the next level.
Final screen
A final screen which shows the combined score for
each of the levels the player has played through,
and finally shows a credit screen.
Scene Switching
The ability to switch between scene with animation
or cutscenes has to be created and done in engine.
This can be done by creating a new camera and using this in the cutscene.
Tutorial
A tutorial where it is possible to script mouse movements and scripted place elements. This can be
created by disabling the mouse and moving around
with image of the cursor. This “animation” should be
specified in the code because of an editor to record
mouse movements would be unfeasible to create
also during the project period.
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Localization
Localization of the game has to be possible, this
means both text and textures containing text has
to be able to be switched to the selected language.
How the text is handled is yet to be determined, but
a possible method it to create a text-file where all
game text is contained and the different localization’s are defined.

Localization
The features below this is features which are not
necessary but nice to have features. These are desirable to have in the game but the game-play can
work without them.
Power-up replace track element
Scene switching cut scene
Roaming AI

Roaming AI
An AI which can roam around the map to give it life
and these should move away from where track elements are placed. This could be done by selecting a
nearby tile which is unoccupied and move the roaming things to this.
Risks
In this section a list of the previous mentioned elements of the game is prioritised with the most critical at the top. These elements are required for the
game to have a basic game-play.
Grid

Tutorial
Test
Testing of the various parts are done when they are
created. There will be no explicit test of the code,
however a series of play tests where the developers
themselves try and play the game and try if it works
as intended.
The game-designer will also have the possibility
to play the game frequently to test that values and
functionality works as it is desired.
Tests from external personal are also planned to
determine if the game is playable and fun.

Place track
Train follow track
Train go off track ( loose )
Train reach end track ( win )

Illegal area in the grid ( defined by box )

Special grid locations ( ice cream shops, attractions )
Win condition accommodate to special grid locations

Train visited all point of interest

Start menu
Between level menu with score
Final level menu with score.
Credits
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Graphical Design
Document
Production Plan
Agile software development
We are going to use an agile software development
method as a way to progress through the process
of creating our computer game; Happy Rails. We
have chosen this, because we have to ensure a rapid
development and adaptation of the game. We will
have focus on planning and not on the plan itself, as
we desire to be adaptive rather that predictive.
The agile methodology will be implemented by daily morning meetings with the entire group, where
leads inform everybody about, where they are and
what next step will be. That way we can inspect each
other and adapt and iterate on the created functionality. This is important as activity-based planning
can lead to schedule overruns due to lateness being
passed down the schedule. The team works very
much in a Bottom-up like manner and in short iterations, with the managing group; here the director,
the game designer and the project manager working in a close relationship with the different team
leads.
The details of the requirements will probably partially be discovered during the iteration, and we
expect it won’t be uncommon to begin iteration
with incomplete specified requirements. These imprecise requirements statements are transformed
during iteration into coded and tested items. The
leads are therefore forced to make assumptions, but
on a knowledge basis. How do the different requirements measure up against
each other? We will during
the pre-production work
from this “product backlog”,
which will be the basis for
the future development, on
a “need to have”/”nice to
have” point of view.
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Supplementary management
As a supplementary project management we will
use MS Project and ”The Wall of Doom” so that we
can track tasks and so that we can see what tasks
are being worked on at the moment. MS Project will
mainly function as a tracking device and a way to
have an active timeline, while “The Wall of Doom”
will function as a communications device, due to its
visibility.
We are going to place color coded post stickers on
our “Wall of Doom” regarding the different areas of
expertise. When the different leads delegate tasks to
their workers, the leads can at a glance find the most
important job, see the priority of the task and see
which other task the individual task is dependent of.
We also have a timeline, where deadlines are implemented, in the production room, which gives a very
visual feedback to everybody on the production
team, regarding the progress of the production.
It is our intention to test early on so that the inputs
can be implemented before we get to far along the
development. We have already done some small
target audience questionnaires and tested four different mood boards.
The Unity pipeline facilitate quick testing of the
game, as the game can be tested directly in the editor without having to make a build. The pipeline is
optimized as Unity doesn’t use formats such as VFT,
MDL or SMD like the Source engine. Models and
textures produced in Photoshop, 3D Studio Max
and Maya etc. can therefore be imported directly
into Unity’s asset server and be used momentarily in
Unity’s editor.
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This again opens up for an agile approach to test
and submission. It also minimizes the risks and consequences of a wrongfully created model.
We have placed the 1’st playable to be finished
on Tuesday afternoon at 3pm and a milestone on
Wednesday the 6th of May, where one model; the
children and one sound; laying the tracks have to
be in game. We are planning on having the model
ready for the animators when they arrive on Monday
the 4th of May. Another milestone is Friday the 8th of
May, where the Train model have to be finished and
the sound of the children. We also have a milestone
on Wednesday the 13th of May, where the attractions the children have to interact with have to be
finished. Friday the 15th of May is the milestone for
the Menu’s and the Cut scenes. Monday the 18th of
May is the Milestone for Roaming AI’s; we have also
planned for the 18th of May to be the last day where
new content can be added to the game. After that
tweaking is only allowed.
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Ingame screen of the 2nd level - England

box art

Colours and codes

e8f4d2
adac76
e8f4d2
b8c5be
7d9094
aa1741
db99a7
ffffff
000000
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Storyboard of events

1. Start Menu

8. Gameplay
The train is lead
through the
course.

LEVEL 1

Options

Turorial

Highscore

LEVEL 2
LEVEL 3

Start
Credits

2. Tracks

9. Gameplay

There are 6 different availible
tracks to lay. They
are placed on a
grid.

The train is lead
to a bonus point
place. The people
goes out to get ice
cream.

3. First level

10. Gameplay
The train is lead
to the end of the
level.

Denmark. The
train is led from
the starting position to the ferry

NAME
1. KONG KNUD
2. KING KONG
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

SCORE
19360873
13241654

4. Scoreboard
The score is
rounded up,
and the game is
paused until the
user wishes to
proceed.

NAME
1. KONG KNUD
2. KING KONG

SCORE
19360873
13241654

3.
4.
5.

The score is rounded up, and the
game is paused
until the user wishes to proceed.

6.
7.
8.
9.

5. Pre-level2

12. Pre-Level3

A cutscene shows
a boat taking the
train to the next
level.
The camera is
zoomed in, and
follows the boat

A cutscene shows
the train exiting
the tunnel.
The camera is
zoomed in, and
follows the boat.
Its evening

6. Second
Level

13. Level3
France. The train is
lead through the
course, ending at
the final site.

England. The Ferry
arrives. The Train
leaves the ferry
boat.

7. Gameplay
People enter the
train.

NAME
1. KONG KNUD
2. KING KONG
3.

SCORE
19360873
13241654

3. Scoreboard
END GAME

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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11. Scoreboard end
level.

Scoreboard.
The game is
paused until the
user wishes to
proceed to the
credits. END.
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Characters
The passangers are tiny, lively stickmen like people.
They are individually animated, and go together as
a group to make a colourful and vivid element on
the scene. The maximum amount of people on the
scene is 50.
Birds, clouds and trees are to be aimated by slow,
ambient movements.
Flowers grow where the train has passed, as the
environment overall turns more happy.
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GUI. 15x10 units

Start Menu

LEVEL 1

Options

Turorial

Highscore

LEVEL 2
LEVEL 3

Start
Credits

Scoreboard + barometer of success
NAME
1. KONG KNUD
2. KING KONG

SCORE
19360873
13241654

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Website
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Graphical inspiration
The 50’s and 60’s generally looks stylistic and positive. Something important for our views on how the
game should look and feel.
The camera and overall size measurements are inspired from games like Command and Conquer, Bomberman and Katamari. Styles that allow for visual
goodies and cute animations, while not too large to
not limit the gameplay
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